Abstract-In this presentation we explore two efforts designed to promote interoperability between the OPeNDAP data access protocol and the OGC WFS and WCS protocols. The first is based on MapServer, an open-source development environment for building spatially-enabled Internet applications. Among other things, MapServer may be used as an OGC WFS and WCS server. As part of the effort described in this presentation the Simple Features Library (OGR) and the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) have been extended to support access to OPeNDAP enabled data sources. Because the OGR and GDAL libraries are core components of MapServer this extension enables OGC WFS and WCS access to OPeNDAP data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
At the time that the initial IOOS Data Management and Communications (DMAC) 1 plan was being developed three groups were working on exchange protocols relevant to data access within IOOS: OBIS 2 using DiGIR 3 , OGC 4 with WFS 5 and WCS 6 , and OPeNDAP 7 with DAP2 8 . OPeNDAP and DiGIR were usable with any data type, while WFS was only applicable to non-gridded data and WCS was not yet publicly released. Because DAP2 was much more widely used than DiGIR and because it was based on a discipline neutral model hence provided for consistency with regard to syntactic access across all oceanographic subdisciplines, the DMAC selected DAP2 as an initial operational component for gridded data and a pilot component for non-gridded data. These designations were made so that the process of developing IOOS system components that relied on the data access protocol could begin immediately. It was, however, recognized at the time that interoperability between these protocols and new ones that might emerge would have to be addressed. Of particular concern with regard to DAP2 servers was the lack of a semantic framework to order data as well as one for the returned data objects. This does not mean that semantic information is unavailable from DAP2 data objects, only that there is no imposed consistency on these semantics. By contrast WCS (now available) and WFS require semantic consistency of the returned data objects, but, in the case of WCS, the protocol does not require syntactic consistency. In this presentations we explore efforts currently underway to address interoperability between DAP2 and the OGC WFS and WCS protocols. In particular, we discuss OGC WFS and WCS access to DAP2 servers via MapServer 9 and WCS access to DAP2 servers via the netCDF 10 WCS servers being developed at Unidata. 16 , GDAL and OGR. MapServer provides core functionality to support a wide variety of web GIS applications, and supports a plethora of geospatial file formats. Beyond browsing and querying spatio-temporal data, MapServer allows users to create geographic image maps, that is, maps that can direct users to content.
A. MapServer-OPeNDAP Interoperability
The MapServer system is designed for geospatial-temporal applications. As such it requires geographic projection information for subsetting and integrating diverse data sources. OPeNDAP servers are not required to provide explicit georeferencing information for the data they serve. To ensure that the geo-referencing information is available for the data source, both the OGR and GDAL implementations make use of OPeNDAP Ancillary Information Service (AIS) files. The AIS is a recent addition to DAP2 related services. It allows additional information to be seamlessly integrated into the data response from an OPeNDAP server. This capability provides data providers, as well as application developers, with a mechanism to incorporate additional information to facilitate using the data source which might otherwise not be available in the original data file.
To facilitate access to OPeNDAP served data by both the OGR and GDAL libraries an attribute naming convention was developed to provide data providers or client developers a mechanism to express the information required by these applications. The minimal set of information is the GIS layer name, and what variable from the OPeNDAP data source that will map to. Additionally, the spatial reference system information, that is, projection and datum are required, as well as which OPeNDAP variables represent the X, Y, and optionally Z fields. The AIS files may contain additional information such as the spatial extent of the layer. This minimal set of additional information, using a predefined attribute container and naming convention, and made available via the OPeNDAP AIS feature enables these two geospatial applications, OGR and GDAL, to access a wide variety of OPeNDAP data sources not readily accessible in the past.
B. The THREDDS Data Server as an OPeNDAP-WCS Gateway
The THREDDS Data Server (TDS) 17 is a new technology from Unidata, combining previous implementations of THREDDS Catalog Services with integrated data serving capabilities, including OPeNDAP and WCS. TDS is 100% Java, open source, and runs as a Tomcat web server application.
TDS data serving capabilities are built on top of Unidata's netCDF-Java version 2.2 (nj22) library. The nj22 data model combines the netCDF-3, DAP2, and HDF5 data models, into what is called the nj22 Common Data Model (CDM). It has a pluggable "I/O Service Provider" architecture that allows it to read various file formats into the CDM, including netCDF, HDF5
18 , GRIB 19 , NEXRAD 20 2 and 3, etc. as well as datasets served through the OPeNDAP protocol. The TDS then builds data services on top of the CDM. Anything that the nj22 library can read can be served out through the TDS OPeNDAP server, for example.
Serving data through the TDS integrated WCS is more complicated. Only data that is gridded and georeferenced can be made into WCS data. General purpose scientific data formats like netCDF and HDF5 and data protocols like OPeNDAP are much more general, and can be used for all types of scientific data. There is no standard Application Program Interface (API) in netCDF, HDF5, or OPeNDAP to add georeferencing coordinate systems, and so users can and do create different ways to store that information. In contrast, note that file formats like GRIB and HDF-EOS 21 do define standard ways to store georeferencing metadata.
To deal with this in a standard way, the CDM adds two new layers on top of the "data access" layer previously described. First, it defines a standard API for accessing coordinate system information, as well as pluggable modules that identify specific file conventions and identify the coordinate systems. The nj22 library provides a number of such modules for common netCDF file conventions such as CF-1 22 and COARDS 23 . Users can also write their own and add them at runtime. Second, the CDM adds a number of "scientific data type" APIs that build on top of the data access and coordinate system layers. These APIs are still being developed, and in some cases are quite immature. Currently we are working on Grid, Point, Station, Trajectory, and Radial datatypes.
WCS coverage datatypes correspond to the CDM Grid datatype: A Grid is an array of data values that cover a geographic area. Grids have a georeferencing coordinate system that allows one to assign lat/lon values to each data point.
In order for the TDS to serve datasets through the WCS, then: 1) the dataset has to be readable by the nj22 data access layer, 2) the dataset has to define a coordinate system that the nj22 coordinate system layer can identify, 3) the coordinate system has to be georeferencing, meaning using lat/lon or one of the projections that the nj22 knows about, and 4) due to restrictions in the WCS, currently the dataset axes must be regularly spaced. We expect this restriction to be eased as the WCS specification evolves, however. All OPeNDAP datasets satisfy the first criterion. If an OPeN-DAP dataset satisfies the other three, then it can be served as a WCS dataset. Note that the dataset may originate from a completely different OPeNDAP server. In this qualified sense, the TDS can be called a "WCS gateway": a way to convert an OPeNDAP dataset into a WCS dataset.
The TDS WCS server can return data in GeoTIFF 24 and in netCDF. The GeoTIFF format is one of the standard file formats specified in the WCS 1.0 spec, and can generally be read by GIS clients. It is used mostly as a 2D image format, and has limitations in representing 4D scientific data. We are experimenting with also providing the data in netCDF format, which is currently not well known to GIS clients, but has no problem with multidimensional data. However, representing the georeferencing metadata in a standard way is still an issue.
The TDS WCS server is an experimental project, and should not be used in an operational setting.
II. CONCLUSION
The OPeNDAP-WFS and WCS gateways described herein are viewed as only the first step in establishing full interoperability between these protocols. In addition to more robust and more inclusive OPeNDAP-WCS and WFS gateways, we anticipate the development of WCS and WFS-OPeNDAP gateways that would allow the OPeNDAP user to access GIS data.
The key element in both the MapServer and the THREDDS Data Server gateways is the need to establish the georeferencing information required in standard GISs. The MapServer effort makes use of the AIS, a repository with the required metadata that is local to the gateway. At present the TDS relies on metadata that it recognizes such as COARDS that accompany the data from the originating OPeNDAP server. OPeNDAP Inc., intends to extend the AIS so that it need not reside at the client (the MapServer gateway in this case). When this has been done, third party COARDS, CF-1, etc metadata may be provided via the AIS for the TDS.
Finally, we note that the TDS is capable of serving data via both the WCS and OPeNDAP protocols. The MapServer gateway can not serve via the OPeNDAP protocol.
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